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Malware is a problem that affects all platforms—including Apple—but it’s Android that seems to face the majority of cases
these days. Stories pop up far too frequently concerning newly ...

These Malware Apps Are Still Live on the Google Play Store
In the ongoing barrage of cyberattacks, Facebook users are being targeted by a new version of the Ducktail malware that
originally surfaced in July. The first implementation was specifically aimed ...

This new malware is targeting Facebook accounts – make sure yours is safe
It’s hard to keep track of the many ways malware can infect your devices, but “typosquatting” is one of the sneakiest. As
the name implies, hackers create websites, download links ...

Hackers and Bad Actors Are Weaponizing Your Typos
Case in point, the latest widespread browser extension malware, which has been downloaded and installed over a million
times. So reports security researcher Guardio Labs (via BleepingComputer ...

Malware-ridden Chrome extension infects over a million PCs
They’re small minded. Getting a virus or malware on your machine won’t damage it long-term, instead it’ll make it stronger.
And that’s better than a fact, that’s a belief. This is why ...

A dummy’s guide to infecting your Mac with malware
One of the oldest and most successful forms of banking malware has been repurposed into a backdoor trojan that has been
described as "significantly dangerous" and likely to be used for ransomware ...

This old malware has been rebuilt with new features to use in ransomware attacks
This kitchen appliance is beginning to become a popular kitchen item and one brand, Cuckoo Rice Cooker, is jumping to the
head of the class. Chances are you may not have heard of the Cuckoo Rice ...

Cuckoo Rice Cooker – Should You Try This Up And Coming Model?
‘It’s crazy, silly, nuts, wacky, cuckoo, potty, daft, cracked, dippy, bonkers – the list goes on’ ‘You see the soft white feathers
of the throat, the open beak,’ from Cuckoo and ...

A cuckoo: it’s the Tories’s cloud cuckoo land, we’re just living in it
This weekend, a cabal of right-wing figures — some who are looking to win votes, and some who are looking to save souls,
have rallied together at the perfectly named Spooky Nook Sports in ...

The ReAwaken America Tour is The Warped Tour for right-wing cuckoo birds
Police got more than they bargained for when trying to help a victim of drug gangs in Stratford-upon-Avon. They had gone
to the home of a vulnerable woman, who they believed was a victim of ...

Teen arrested after cops seize large knife and drugs while trying to help 'cuckoo' victim
TUCSON, Ariz.— In response to a lawsuit by the Center for Biological Diversity, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service agreed
today to a deadline of December 2024 to determine whether Suckley’s cuckoo ...

Rare Cuckoo Bumblebees Move One Step Closer to U.S. Endangered Species Protection
Broadband firm Giganet, alongside its recently purchased consumer facing brand Cuckoo, will hire 250 people to run a
series of new customer service hubs across the UK. As well as the customer service ...
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Giganet and Cuckoo go on a recruitment drive
The victims of Conservative cuckoo politics are the majority of the country; the facilitators who admit them into the nest are
the duped Tory party members and voters.

The Conservatives have gone cuckoo – it’s time for them to fly the nest
A unique property left empty for years called Cuckoo's Nest has sold for more than £100,000 above its guide price at
auction. With no-one occupying the abandoned site in Trinity Square ...
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